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Abstract
Multidimensional cosmological model with the topology M = IR×M1× . . .×Mn
whereMi (i = 1, . . . , n) undergo a chain splitting into arbitrary number of compact
spaces is considered. It is shown that equations of motion can be solved exactly
because they depend only on the effective curvatures and dimensions and ”forget”
about inner topological structure. It is proved that effective cosmological action for
the model with n = 1 in the case of infinite splitting of the internal space coincides
with the tree-level effective action for a bosonic string.
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1 Introduction
Our observable universe at the present time at large scales is well described by the
Friedmann model with 4-dimensional Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric.
However, it is possible that spacetime at short (Planck) distances might have a di-
mensionality more than four and possess complex topology. Quantum fluctuations
in metric at Planck distances might result in branching off or joining onto baby uni-
verses. Both of these phenomena ( multidimensionality and quantum fluctuations)
provide a foamlike structure of the universe at Planck length [1, 2]. In the present
paper we shall consider a foamy structure of the universe due to former of these
phenomena. Namely, we shall consider universe which has complicated topological
structure due to extra dimensions and this type of structure we call topological
foam.
At Planck length all dimensions (external and internal) have equal rights. It
might have place, for example, in the early universe at Planck times. To describe
dynamics of this universe it is natural to generalize the FRW model to a multidi-
mensional cosmological model (MCM) with the topology [3]
M = IR×M1 × . . .×Mn, (1.1)
whereMi (i = 1, . . . , n) denote di-dimensional spaces of constant curvature. One of
this spaces, say M1, describes our 3-dimensional external space but all others are
internal spaces. To make the internal dimensions unobservable at the present time
the internal spaces have to be reduced to scales near the Planck length. This can be
achieved by contraction of the internal spaces during cosmological evolution or by
supposing that they are static (or nearly static) and of the Planck scales from the
very beginning. Anyway, the internal spaces have to be compact spaces what can
be achieved by appropriate periodicity conditions for the coordinates [4, 5, 6, 7].
As a result, internal spaces may have a nontrivial global topology , being compact
(i.e. closed and bounded) for any sign of the spatial curvature. The model (1.1)
can be generalized to the case of all spaces being Einstein spaces. Dynamics of
the factor spaces Mi is described by scale factors ai(τ), (i = 1. . . . , n). Now, we
suppose that factor spaces Mi have structure of russian ”matreshka”: each Mi is
split into a product of Einstein spaces Mi →
∏ni
k=1M
k
i . In one’s turn each M
k
i
can be split also and so on. We demand only that factor spaces corresponding to
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the most elementary splitting should be Einstein spaces. In our paper we show
that under such conditions equations of motion can be solved exactly in spite of
very complex topological structure of the manifold M . It takes place because scalar
curvatures of the constituent factor spaces are included into these equations in
certain combinations only. They can compensate each other provided they have
opposite signs.
Of special interest are exact solutions because they can be used for a detailed
study of the evolution of our space, of the compactification of the internal spaces
and of the behaviour of matter fields. It was shown up to now that MCM can be
integrated if they have at the most two non-Ricci-flat spaces Mi [8]-[14]. Now, we
can generalize all these solutions to the cases with much more complex topological
structure. Similar ideas of splitting were proposed also in [13, 14] for particular
models.
We can continue the splitting process up to infinity. Infinite splitting of the
internal spaces corresponds to infinite number of the internal dimensions. Scale
factors in this case should belong to the Banach space [14]. In our paper we show
that in the limit of infinite splitting effective action for the model with one internal
space coincides with tree-level effective action for a bosonic string in the presence
of a background gravitational field and dilaton field.
2 Model and splitting procedure
We consider a cosmological model with the metric
g = −e2γ(τ)dτ ⊗ dτ + e2β
1(τ)
n1∑
k=1
g
(1)
(k) + . . .+ e
2βn(τ)
nn∑
k=1
g
(n)
(k) , (2.1)
which is defined on the manifold (1.1) where
Mi =
ni∏
k=1
Mki , i = 1, . . . , n. (2.2)
The manifold Mki with the metric g
(i)
(k) is an Einstein space of dimension d
k
i , i.e
Rmn
[
g
(i)
(k)
]
= λikg
(i)
(k)mn, m, n = 1, . . . , d
k
i , (2.3)
and
R
[
g
(i)
(k)
]
= λikd
k
i . (2.4)
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The scalar curvature corresponding to the metric (2.1) is
R[g] =
n∑
i=1
e−2β
i
R
[
g(i)
]
+ e−2γ
n∑
i,j=1
(diδij + didj)β˙
iβ˙j
+ e−2γ
n∑
i=1
di(2β¨
i − 2γ˙β˙i), (2.5)
where
R
[
g(i)
]
=
ni∑
k=1
R
[
g
(i)
(k)
]
(2.6)
and
di =
ni∑
k=1
dki . (2.7)
Here, g(i) =
∑ni
k=1 g
(i)
(k) is the metric on di-dimensional manifold Mi. The overdot
denotes differentiation with respect to time τ . It follows from the equation (2.5)
that the scalar curvatures and dimensions of the constituent factor spaces Mki are
included there in the combination (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. It is not difficult to
show that Mi are also Einstein spaces provided M
k
i are not Ricci flat [13, 14]. We
can achieve it by conformal transformation
g
(i)
(k) −→
(
λik/λ
i
)
g
(i)
(k), (2.8)
where λi 6= 0 are arbitrary constants. After this transformation g(i) =
∑ni
k=1
(
λik/λ
i
)
g
(i)
(k).
Using the equations (2.3) and (2.4) we get the following equations:
Rmn
[
g(i)
]
=
ni∑
k=1
Rmn
[(
λik/λ
i
)
g
(i)
(k)
]
=
ni∑
k=1
λikg
(i)
(k)mn = λ
ig(i)mn, (2.9)
R
[
g(i)
]
=
ni∑
k=1
(
λi/λik
)
R
[
g
(i)
(k)
]
= λidi, (2.10)
which prove our statement. It is clear that the metric g(i) is indefinite now if signs
of λi, λi1, . . . , λ
i
ni do not coincide at least for two of them.
The action is adopted in the following form
S = Sg + Sm + SGH =
1
2κ2
∫
M
dx
√
|g|(R[g]− 2Λ) + Sm + SGH , (2.11)
where SGH is the standard Gibbson-Hawking boundary term [15], κ
2 is D = 1 +∑n
i=1 di-dimensional gravitational constant, Λ is a cosmological constant, and Sm is
action for matter. For the metric (2.1) the action (2.11) reads
Sg + SGH = µ
∫
dτ
{
e−γ+γ0Gij β˙
iβ˙j−
4
12
eγ+γ0
(
−
n∑
i=1
R
[
g(i)
]
e−2β
i
+ 2Λ
)}
, (2.12)
where γ0 =
∑n
1 diβ
i. The effective curvatures R
[
g(i)
]
and dimensions di are defined
by the equations (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. µ = 1
κ2
∏n
i=1 µi where µi =
∏ni
k=1 µ
k
i
and µki =
∫
Mk
i
dd
k
i y
√
|g
(i)
(k)| is the volume of M
k
i (as was mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, all Mki are compact). Gij = diδij − didj are the components of the minisuper-
space metric.
In the case of homogeneous minimally coupled scalar field we get
Sm = κ
2µ
∫
dτ
{
1
2
e−γ+γ0ϕ˙2 − eγ+γ0U(ϕ)
}
. (2.13)
We can consider also matter in the form of m-component perfect fluid with the
energy-momentum tensor
TMN =
m∑
a=1
T
(a)M
N , (2.14)
T
(a)M
N = diag

−ρ(a), P (a)1 , . . . , P (a)1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d1
, . . . , P (a)n , . . . , P
(a)
n︸ ︷︷ ︸
dn

 . (2.15)
The conservation equations are imposed on each component separately:
T
(a)M
N ;M = 0 a = 1, . . . ,m (2.16)
and for the tensor (2.15) and the metric (2.1) they have the form
ρ˙(a) +
n∑
i=1
diβ˙
i
(
ρ(a) + P
(a)
i
)
. (2.17)
We suppose that the pressure and the energy density are connected by the
equations of state
P
(a)
i =
(
α
(a)
i − 1
)
ρ(a) (2.18)
where α
(a)
i = const. Then, the conservation equations (2.17) have the simple inte-
grals
ρ(a)(τ) = A(a)
n∏
i=1
a
−diα
(a)
i
i = A
(a)
n∏
i=1
V
−α
(a)
i
i , (2.19)
where A(a) are constants of integration, ai = exp β
i are scale factors and Vi are
proportional to the volume of Mi : Vi = a
di
i . It is not difficult to verify that the
Einstein equations with the energy momentum (2.14)-(2.19) are equivalent to the
Euler-Lagrange equations for the action (2.11) and (2.12) where
Sm = −κ
2µ
∫
dτeγ+γ0
m∑
a=1
ρ(a). (2.20)
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It can be easily seen from the equations (2.12), (2.13) and (2.20) that scalar
curvatures R[g
(i)
(k)] and dimensions d
k
i of the constituent factor-spaces M
k
i are in-
cluded into action in combinations (2.6) and (2.7) only. The equations of motion
(Euler-Lagrange equations) ”forget” about topological structure. Thus, all possible
combinations of the spaces Mki which give the same effective curvatures R[g
(i)] and
the same effective dimensions di will have the same dynamics. We can use this fact
to generalize the solutions obtained in [8]-[14]. Let us consider, for example, the
case
ni∑
k=1
R
[
g
(i)
(k)
]
= 0, i = 1, . . . , n. (2.21)
Then, for MCM in the presence of minimally coupled scalar field and Λ = 0 we
obtain two classes of the solutions [12]:
i) generalized Kasner solutions
ai = a(0)it
αi , i = 1, . . . , n, (2.22)
ϕ = ln tα
n+1
+ const, (2.23)
where
n∑
i=1
diα
i = 1,
n∑
i=1
di(α
i)2 = 1− (αn+1)2. (2.24)
Here, t is synchronous time. The space volume of the universe is proportional to
time: V ∼
∏n
i=1 a
di
i ∼ t.
ii) steady state solutions
ai = a(0)i exp(b
it), i = 1, . . . , n, (2.25)
ϕ = bn+1t+ const, (2.26)
where
n∑
i=1
dib
i = 0,
n∑
i=1
di(b
i)2 + (bn+1)2 = 0. (2.27)
For this class of solutions the space volume of the universe is constant: V = const.
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3 Multidimensional cosmology and string the-
ory
Let us slightly generalize the metric (2.1) to the inhomogeneous case supposing that
the metric has the form
g = g(0) + e2β
1(x)
n1∑
k=1
g
(1)
(k) + . . .+ e
2βn(x)
nn∑
k=1
g
(n)
(k) , (3.1)
where the metric g(0) is defined on the D0-dimensional manifold M0 and x are some
coordinates of M0. Full manifold M is: M =M0×
∏n
i=1Mi where Mi is defined by
the equation (2.2) and all Mki are again Einstein spaces (see eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)).
The scalar curvature is
R[g] = R
[
g(0)
]
+
n∑
i=1
e−2β
i
R
[
g(i)
]
−
n∑
i,j=1
(diδij + didj)g
(0)µν∂µβ
i∂νβ
j − 2
n∑
i=1
di∆
[
g(0)
]
βi, (3.2)
where ∆
[
g(0)
]
is the Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to g(0) and the effec-
tive curvatures R
[
g(i)
]
and dimensions di are defined again by the equations (2.6)
and (2.7) respectively.
After dimensional reduction the effective cosmological action is [16]
S = Sg + SGH =
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|g(0)|
n∏
i=1
ediβ
i
·

R
[
g(0)
]
−
n∑
i,j=1
Gijg
(0)µν∂µβ
i∂νβ
j +
n∑
i=1
R
[
g(i)
]
e−2β
i
− 2Λ

 . (3.3)
Here, κ20 = κ
2/
∏n
i=1 µi is D0-dimensional gravitational constant and Gij = diδij −
didj are the components of the midisuperspace metric.
Let us consider in more detail the case of one internal space: n = 1. Then the
action (3.3) reads
S =
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|g(0)|e−2Φ
·
(
R
[
g(0)
]
− 4ωg(0)µν∂µΦ∂νΦ+R
[
g(1)
]
e
4
d1
Φ
− 2Λ
)
, (3.4)
where the dilaton Φ is defined via the scale factor a1(x) = exp β
1(x) as follows
e−2Φ := ad11 and ω =
1
d1
− 1 < 0 is the Brans-Dicke parameter. This action is
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written in the Brans-Dicke frame. After conformal transformation
gˆ(0)µν = e
−4Φ/(D0−2)g(0)µν , (3.5)
ϕ = ±2
[
ω +
D0 − 1
D0 − 2
]1/2
Φ (3.6)
the action (3.4) can be written in the Einstein frame as follows
S =
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|g(0)|
·
{
Rˆ
[
gˆ(0)
]
− gˆ(0)µν∂µϕ∂νϕ+R
[
g(1)
]
exp(−2λ(1)cϕ)− 2Λ exp(−2λ(2)cϕ)
}
, (3.7)
where the cosmological dilatonic coupling constants are
λ2(1)c =
D − 2
d1(D0 − 2)
, λ2(2)c =
d1
(D − 2)(D0 − 2)
, (3.8)
and D = D0 + d1 is the dimension of the manifold M .
By analogy with the splittingM i −→
∏ni
k=1M
k
i we can split spacesM
k
i into new
factor spaces:Mki −→
∏lk
l=1M
k,l
i where M
k,l
i are arbitrary Einstein spaces. In one’s
turn spaces Mk,li can be split also and so on (chain splitting). We demand only that
spaces corresponding to the most elementary splitting are Einstein spaces. We can
continue the splitting process up to infinity and under this limit the actions (2.12),
(2.13), (2.20), (3.3), (3.4), and (3.7) are well defined provided that
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣R [g(i)]∣∣∣ < +∞, n∑
i=1
di|β
i| < +∞. (3.9)
In this case β = (βi) belongs to the Banach space with l1-norm [8, 14].
In particular case n = 1, infinite splitting of the internal space corresponds to
the limit d1 →∞ and the action (3.7) reads
S =
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|gˆ(0)|
{
Rˆ
[
gˆ(0)
]
− gˆ(0)µν∂µϕ∂νϕ+ C exp(−2λsϕ)
}
, (3.10)
where
λ2s :=
1
(D0 − 2)
, C := R
[
g(1)
]
− 2Λ. (3.11)
This action coincides with tree-level effective action for a bosonic string in the
presence of a background metric g
(0)
µν and dilaton Φ. Here, λs is the string dilatonic
coupling constant and C is the central charge deficit [17, 18].
In conclusion I would like to note that infinite chain splitting may result in
topological fractal structure of the multidimensional universe. We investigate this
interesting problem in our forthcoming paper [19].
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